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You should never…

Really you ought to…

Why do you always…

You’re too tall…

You’re lazy…

You could do better…
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soul, inner you, core, essence)

Self Image

(imperfect, flawed, 


restricted, 

fundamentally wrong)

Personality

& Ego
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The Rest 
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THE ETERNAL STRUGGLE
I have to have goals. Apparently the more of 

them & the clearer they are - the better.
Am I just a goal achieving mechanism put here to 

keep Westpac happy? (Does paying off the 
house REALLY turn me on?)

I am supposed to be disciplined and never 
eat chocolate. Isn’t life without chocolate a bit pointless?

I have a bunch of friends I really treasure 
but… 

Why do I crave some me time if I like them so 
much?

If I build a solid (predictable, secure) future 
I’ll be happy. I don’t even know if that’s what I want.

Why can’t I stop myself doing the things that 
are bad for me? I love doing things that are bad for me.

I really want that stuff. I could live without that stuff and not notice.

I make some things happen really easily - 
almost by just thinking about them.

Some stuff eludes me despite my best efforts 
over years & years.

The solution appears 

to be BALANCE 

(nothing could be further from the truth)        
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Every ounce of energy you 
put into improving your 

self image pays dividends 
for the rest of your life.

SUCCESS & SELF ESTEEM
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Give yourself enough of    
what you NEED and 
you’ll have everything 

you ever WANT. 
but… 

Give yourself enough of 
what you WANT and 

you’ll never have what 
you NEED. 
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Ego 
Tantrums 

Snatch & Grab 
Busy for Status 
Possessiveness 
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Comparison 
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Celebration 
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Rewards 
Space 

Stillness 
Connection 
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Time

Fitness 
Health 
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WANTS NEEDS
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Detach

(Let go, not need) You have to really, really, 

really WANT it. 
but… 

If you NEED it - it owns you. 
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Intelligence 

Mystery 
Wonder



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Give your self a ranking.  
(Just put a dot somewhere along 

the length of the arrow.)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

You are a human being 
not… 

a human doing.



APPROVAL BY ACHIEVEMENT
We never ask ourselves if the 

method for filling our inner 
emptiness is working or not. 

We just assume we are “not far 
enough up the track” yet. 

More… will fix it.



Our Assumption About Hurdles…



Our Assumption About Hurdles…



Our Assumption About Hurdles…

Easy St

It will be plain sailing 

once I jump this one…



The Reality…



Imagining The Going Is All Clear…



The Reality…



The Reality…



The Reality…



The Reality…



Overcoming Obstacles

LESSON

PL
AY

IN
G

 A
T 

A 
H

IG
H

ER
 L

EV
EL

LESSON

LESSON



One End Other EndThe Quagmire    

Ego 
Ownership 

Possessions 
Busy-ness 

Accumulation 
Rat race 

Comparison 
Judgement

Meditation 
Mindfulness 
Presence-ing 

Stillness 
Connection 

Play 
Love 
Joy 

Peace

Goals 
Plans 

Challenge 
Effort 

Exploration 
Learning 
Sharing 

Personal bests 
Execution

BEING DOING



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Give your self a ranking.  
(Just put a dot somewhere along 

the length of the arrow.)



One End Other EndThe Quagmire    

Ego 
Hard-ness 

Conflict 
Brittle 

Possessiveness 
Brutality 

Incongruence 
Force 

Protective

Power 
Passion 

Endurance 
Individuality 

Vision 
Reliability 
Integrity 

Persistence 
Resilience

Availability 
Flexibility 

Open-ness 
Compassion 
Authenticity 
Connection 

Responsiveness 
Influence 

Persuasion 

STRENGTH VULNERABLE





Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)

Give your self a ranking.  
(Just put a dot somewhere along 

the length of the arrow.)



Connection 
Magic 

Joy & Peace 
Mystery 
Release 

Huge Energy 
Open-ness 

Stillness 
Wonder

Hope 
Goals 

Challenge 
Effort 

Contribution 
Legacy 
Security 

Individuality 
Authenticity 

The Quagmire   

Ego 
FEAR 

Manipulation 
Influence 

Ownership 
Neediness 
“Systems” 

Other End

UNKNOWN

One End

PREDICTIONS



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)

Unity

(oneness, harmony, peace)

Separation

(alone, severed, disengaged)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)

Unity

(oneness, harmony, peace)

Separation

(alone, severed, disengaged)

Give your self a ranking.  
(Just put a dot somewhere along 

the length of the arrow.)



One End Other EndThe Quagmire    

Ego 
Scarcity 
Conflict 

Unconnectedness 
Ownership 

Failure 
Not good enough

Connection 
Play 
Love 
Joy 

Peace 
Mystery 

Meditation 
Mindfulness 
Open-ness 

Stillness

“Me time” 
Healthy  

competition 
Challenge 

Individuality 
Personality 
Authenticity 
Unique-ness 

Creativity 
Responsibility

UNITY SEPARATION



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)

Unity

(oneness, harmony, peace)

Separation

(alone, severed, disengaged)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)

Unity

(oneness, harmony, peace)

Separation

(alone, severed, disengaged)

Time 

Stands 


Still

(flow, focused, magical, 


intuitive, connected)

Time 

Vanishes


(busy, not present, anxious)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)

Unity

(oneness, harmony, peace)

Separation

(alone, severed, disengaged)

Time 

Stands 


Still

(flow, focused, magical, 


intuitive, connected)

Time 

Vanishes


(busy, not present, anxious)

Give your self a ranking.  
(Just put a dot somewhere along 

the length of the arrow.)



One End Other EndThe Quagmire    

Ego 
Unawareness 

Unconsciousness 
Busy-ness 
“I missed it” 

Rat race 
Accumulation 

Grasping

Timeless-ness 
Mindfulness 
Presence-ing 

Stillness 
Connection 

Play 
Love 
Joy 

Peace 
Mystery

Temporariness 
Golden moments 

Mortality 
Graceful Ageing 

Growth 
Maturity 

Mentoring

ETERNITY TIME VANISHES



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)

Unity

(oneness, harmony, peace)

Separation

(alone, severed, disengaged)

Time 

Stands 


Still

(flow, focused, magical, 


intuitive, connected)

Time 

Vanishes


(busy, not present, anxious)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)

Unity

(oneness, harmony, peace)

Separation

(alone, severed, disengaged)

Time 

Stands 


Still

(flow, focused, magical, 


intuitive, connected)

Time 

Vanishes


(busy, not present, anxious)

Abundance

(plenty more fish in the ocean, sharing)

Scarcity

(grasping, desperate, mean)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)

Unity

(oneness, harmony, peace)

Separation

(alone, severed, disengaged)

Time 

Stands 


Still

(flow, focused, magical, 


intuitive, connected)

Time 

Vanishes


(busy, not present, anxious)

Abundance

(plenty more fish in the ocean, sharing)

Scarcity

(grasping, desperate, mean)

Give your self a ranking.  
(Just put a dot somewhere along 

the length of the arrow.)



One End Other EndThe Quagmire    

Striving 
Conflict 

Resentment 
Possessiveness 

Emotional immaturity 
Impulsive 

Lost/confused

Freedom 
Abundance 

Joy 
Peace 
Love 

Excitement 
De-materialise 

Faith 
Wellbeing

Presence 
Mindfulness 

Care 
Sacred-ness 

Wonder 
Connection 

Mystery 
Value

ABUNDANCE SCARCITY



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)

Unity

(oneness, harmony, peace)

Separation

(alone, severed, disengaged)

Time 

Stands 


Still

(flow, focused, magical, 


intuitive, connected)

Time 

Vanishes


(busy, not present, anxious)

Abundance

(plenty more fish in the ocean, sharing)

Scarcity

(grasping, desperate, mean)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)

Unity

(oneness, harmony, peace)

Separation

(alone, severed, disengaged)

Time 

Stands 


Still

(flow, focused, magical, 


intuitive, connected)

Time 

Vanishes


(busy, not present, anxious)

Abundance

(plenty more fish in the ocean, sharing)

Scarcity

(grasping, desperate, mean)

Me First

(fit your oxygen mask first)

Serve

(your wish for you, 

is my wish for you)



Wants

(fun, possessions, 


chocolate)

Needs

(exercise, nutrition


education, rest)

Being

(existing is enough)

Doing

(busy, striving, searching)

Desire

(goals, targets, wishes)

Detach

(Let go, not need)

Strength 
(hard, defensive, protective)

Vulnerable 
(open, available, truthful)

Unknown

unknowable

Predictions

(certainty, security)

Unity

(oneness, harmony, peace)

Separation

(alone, severed, disengaged)

Time 

Stands 


Still

(flow, focused, magical, 


intuitive, connected)

Time 

Vanishes


(busy, not present, anxious)

Abundance

(plenty more fish in the ocean, sharing)

Scarcity

(grasping, desperate, mean)

Me First

(fit your oxygen mask first)

Serve

(your wish for you, 

is my wish for you)

Give your self 
a ranking. 



One End Other EndThe Quagmire    

Guilt 
Shame 

Resentment 
Confusion 
Instability 

Uncertainty 
Arrogance 
Self doubt

Renewal 
Revitalisation 
Refreshment 
Invigoration 
Endurance 

Preservation 
Resourcefulness 

Wisdom 
Long view

Resourcefulness 
Humility 

Faith 
Acceptance 

Humanity 
Mortality 
Loyalty 
Blessed 

Connection

ME FIRST SERVICE



PERSONAL 
SUCCESS 
ROUTINE



100%  
Infinity


(I am all possibilities)

0%  
Singular


(I am one, single individual)

There are a billion people trying to do  
something significant in the world.  

Your chances of being ‘the one’ are next to zero. 
Yet, you could be the one!

SOMETHING ELSE TO CONSIDER



One End Other EndThe Quagmire    

Frustration 
Lost 

Hopelessness 
Victim mentality 
Passenger of life 

Loneliness 
Dependence

Freedom 
Nothing to lose 
Blank canvas 

Better to  
have loved… 

I am here 
Unique-ness 

I exist 
Mortality

Go for it… 
Possibility 
Creativity 

Gotta be in it… 
I am everywhere 

Connected 
Limitless 

I Am 
Immortal

SINGULAR INFINITE



Our desire to be successful is driven 
by our dreams about what it will mean:   

we will be happier, enjoy the fruits  
of our labour, contribute to  

our community and experience  
less stress or drama.

THE PARADOX OF SUCCESS



THE PARADOX OF SUCCESS
These are worthy goals. 

Let’s face it. 
Success beats failure hands down. 

But rarely does success  
deliver on its promise.



THE PARADOX OF SUCCESS
What success actually does is 
multiply what you already have. 
The awful truth is - everything  

becomes “more”. 
Spats become divorces. 

Beer becomes champagne.



THE PARADOX OF SUCCESS
The challenge to become successful is 

the only truly valuable component.  
Using the challenge to become the best 

version of yourself… 
(YES! - especially during the struggle)  

…will deliver satisfaction, fulfilment  
and inner peace.



THE PARADOX OF SUCCESS

Paradoxically you have to  
WANT to be successful.  

At the same time you will value  
who you have become  

more than the trappings of success.         



Download from the workshops tab of the members site.



Download from the workshops tab in the members site.



NEXT DAY Q&A 
Thursday 12th December 8pm (Sydney time) 

WHAT NEXT?

You will be receive an email from Zoom to access this session.

NEXT WORKSHOP: 
Saturday 18th January 10am - 3pm (Sydney time)

Venue: 3 Harrigan’s Lane, Jacobs Well QLD



REMEMBER…

Post about your progress. 

Sharing problems is as important 
as sharing victories. 

Support each other. 

Ask me anything - I will answer as 
many questions as you ask! 


